PERFORMANCE BACKS

With over 14 different performance suit backs to choose from, you can find the perfect mix of
function and fashion for your performance and training needs.

SPEEDO CROSS BACK

RECORDBREAKER BACK

With the open keyhole at the back and ultra thin straps.
Our Cross Back is comfortable yet provides the support
needed with the center back strap.

Our top competitive back, featured in Fastskin FSII
and Aquablade suits. A lower back and higher cut
offers ultimate freedom of motion.

SPEEDO DROP BACK
Our revolutionary teardrop shape features wide straps
for serious support. Perfect for competitive
swimming and training.

NEW

SPEEDO TOUCH BACK

This new style offers great support throughout the upper
back and combines thin straps with an open back.

TRAIN IN STYLE BACKS

SPEEDO ENERGY BACK

SPEEDO EXTREME BACK

Inspired by our Flyback, this version features slightly thinner
straps, a more open back and sits slightly higher and closer to the
shoulder blades.

A sleek and sexy silhouette with the added benefit of
comfort and fit. Perfect for fitness swimmers who want to
bring standout style to the water.

SPEEDO FLYBACK

SPEEDO MESH BACK

Our best selling thin strap is reinforced with overlap
binding for extra durability. Provides excellent support
and freedom of motion.

This stylish Flipturns silhouette features a sporty back
with a mesh insert, and open keyhole.

SPEEDO FREE BACK
With a supportive wide center back strap our Free Back suit gives
you good range of motion. Built for all sizes and
perfect for Dual Meets.

SPEEDO SUPER PRO BACK
Our best-selling thick strap features wide straps for ultimate
support and comfort in the water. Great for all ages,
especially young swimmers.

NEW

PULSE BACK

Thick straps for comfort and support over the shoulders
and upper back.

NEW

ONE BACK

Our most open back features thin straps, cut out sides
and a low back.

NEW

SHIRRED BACK

Cross back with shirred strap detail.

NEW

TIE BACK

Customize your fit. Tie the back for the amount of
coverage that suits the moment.
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